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Quick installation guide

Thank you for choosing this ADT Medical Alert Basic System. ADT is the most trusted name in security, with 140 years of experience. Live more confidently knowing that this system is ready 24/7/365. At the press of a button, a trained ADT professional can speak to you and get help if needed.

STEP ONE
Select a location

- Choose a central part of your home where you spend the most time.
- The Base Station will need to be placed near an electrical outlet, away from noisy appliances and televisions.

STEP TWO
Turn on backup battery switch

- This important step ensures your system works even if the power goes out.
- Find the word "Battery" on the bottom of the Base Unit.
- Remove the switch cover with a pen or paper clip.
- With the pen or paper clip, slide the switch to the on (up) position, and then replace the switch cover.

STEP THREE
Connect the phone cord

- Provides the voice connection to ADT.
- Locate the Phone Cord that came with your system. Plug one end of it into the jack labeled “This Plug to Wall Outlet”, then plug the other end into the phone jack on your wall.
- Note: If your home telephone currently uses a wall jack, unplug the telephone’s cord from the wall and plug it into the jack on the Base Unit labeled “Plug Phone or Other Device Here”. Then connect the Base Unit to the wall as explained above.

STEP FOUR
Plug into outlet

- Plug the cord into the nearest electrical outlet.
- To avoid accidentally turning off the Base Unit, do not plug it into an outlet that is controlled by a light switch.

STEP FIVE
Call ADT to activate your system

- Call 800.498.8521
- For monthly testing of your system, call 800.568.1216 and select option 1